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Want to learn the diamond system?

It’s easier than you think once you understand these 5
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Article Body:
Let’s face it... Learning to use those "dots on the rails" can be daunting at times, and other
In this short article, I’ll give the beginner to amateur level player a few tips to follow in
Tip #1: Master the fundamentals of the game first

Like in any other skills it´s always easier to learn the correct way at the beginning than try

The point here is that if you develop bad techniques and mechanics when first learning pool th
Tip #2: Using diamond systems can enhance natural instinct
There are many pool players who will argue that all you need is a `feel´ for the ball and you

The only problem with this approach is that when such players are having a bad day then they h

This is not to say that feel and intuition have no part in the game, but pool follows physical
Tip #3: Take 5 minutes and learn the table in front of you
As mentioned before, because diamond systems by their very nature are more involved, you want

This takes us back to the argument of intuition versus systems because if you´ve practiced all

You must then carry out some simple exercises to test the rubber, cushion, level of table, bad
If there is any inconsistency in the table then small mistakes will become magnified and your
Tip #4: Learn the proper english to use with diamond systems

English is often defined in tips, such as in `one tip of running english´. The only problem he
The point here is that `tip´ is not a fair measurement against the cue ball because different
Tip #5: Learn the right speed to use with diamond systems.

In simple optics, the angle that light strikes a plane (flat) mirror at is the same angle that

As a rule of thumb the faster the ball hits the cushion the [smaller] the angle that it leaves

This behavior of the ball is a little counter-intuitive so it takes some `getting use to´ whic
Now that was some food for thought.

In my next article I’ll share with you an additional series of tips, that if studied further w
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